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The people of Yugoslavia are one of the most diverse in all Europe ethnically and linguistically. Besides the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes—who
compose the bulk of the country's population—there are Hungarians, Albanians, Germans, Rumanians, Turks, Macedonians, Bulgarians, and some
other nationality groups in the country. 1 At the present time Yugoslavia's
leaders are attempting to give these different peoples a common state allegiance as well as an opportunity to maintain their cultural diversity. This
policy has prevailed since Tito and the communists have taken over the
direction of the the country's political destiny.
The purpose of the present study is to examine Yugoslavia's "nationality policy" towards the Hungarians. It will provide an overview of past
and current Yugoslav policies and thereby try to contribute to an understanding of the present communist "solution" of the nationality question.
As Robert Lee Wolff points out: "One [cannot] understand Balkan affairs past or present without a close acquaintance with her minorities and
their traditions." 3 This observation applies not only to Yugoslavia and the
Balkans, but to East European affairs in general.
The present study will be confined to those Hungarians who live in
what might be called "ethnic islands," it will not consider the fate of those
Magyars who are scattered throughout the Yugoslav countryside or live in
cities such as Zagreb and Belgrade. In particular, the examination will focus
on the Hungarians living in the Darda triangle (Baranya), the Vojvodina (the
Vajdasag, which is composed of the Backa [Bacska] and part of the Banat
[Bansag]) and those parts of Croatia and Slovenia where they still have
identifiable communities. It is these yet undispersed and unassimilated
Magyar strongholds that have been cause for political friction between
Hungary and Yugoslavia in the past, particularly during the interwar years
and the heyday of the Cominform.

East Central Europe's Hungarian minority problems arose with the political
re-shuffling of boundaries that followed World War I. Yugoslavia—at first
called the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes 4 —obtained her "share"
of Magyars through the Treaty of Trianon of 1920 which ceded to the
new south Slavic state not only Croatia-Slavonia, but also Medjumurje
(Murakoz), Prekomurje, the Darda triangle, Backa, and part of the Banat/
The cession of these areas was carried out under the principle of "selfdetermination of peoples," but in reality it reflected the desires of French
foreign policy in East Central Europe. 6 It was also a reward to the Serbs
for their support of the Entente cause in World War I. 7
The Magyar population of these areas was almost 400,000 in 1931 according to the Yugoslav census of that year. This large minority was
located in the country's ethnically most diverse area. 8 No ethnic group
composed a majority of either the Darda Triangle, Backa, or Banat—or of
all three taken together. The three largest ethnic groups were, of course,
the Magyars, Germans and South Slavs (including Croats, precani Serbs,
Socki, and Bunyevci). Before the Second World War they each composed
roughly one-third of the population of these areas. 9
Before discussing the position of the Magyar ethnic group in the interwar
years, it is necessary to reflect at least briefly on the pre-World War I ethnic
history of these areas. This is necessary because the relations between the
Hungarians and Serbs and the other peoples of the Vojvodina have molded
the context of their present interactions and expectations.
Geographically the Vojvodina is an extension of the great Hungarian
Plain which lies at the centre of the Carpathian Basin. Because it is geographically part and parcel of these lowlands, its history has usually been
determined directly by the people who controlled the Carpathian Basin as
a whole. The Magyars ruled it until the battle of Mohacs in 1526. In
the years preceding this battle the area's population was predominantly
Magyar. Even Belgrade (called Nandorfehervar by the Magyars) was for
a long time a Hungarian fortress. Following the Turkish victory over the
Hungarians at Mohacs the area underwent a drastic ethnic change. Turkish
depredations completely depopulated and devastated the area. Only after
the ascendancy of Habsburg Austria did the area regain some of its population. However, the ethnic make-up of this new population was no longer
predominantly Magyar. It had become mainly Serbian and German. 10
The Habsburg policy for this area was motivated by considerations of
the external as well as the internal security of the Empire. It involved
a re-colonization scheme that would provide an effective defence against
the Turks while at the same time it would strengthen Austrian hegemony.
Vienna's policy favoured Serbian and German colonists rather than Hun-

garians because of the anti-Habsburg attitudes of the latter." Consequently
the population of the region became a patchwork of different nationalities. However, at the end of the 18th century Magyars again began settling
in this region. They filled up especially those areas which became reclaimed through the drainage of swamps. Thus, by 1920 (when the Treaty
of Trianon dismembered Hungary) the Vojvodina's population had become
one-third South Slav, one-third German and one-third Hungarian.' 2
The rise of nationalism among these different ethnic groups became
evident in the early part of the 19th century. The Hungarians exerted more
and more effort to make the character of the Vojvodina more "Magyar."
The South Slavs resisted this policy. When the Hungarians sought to throw
off the yoke of Habsburg absolutism in 1848-49, the Serbs and Croats of
the area sided with the latter. Habsburg practice of divide et impera thus
prevailed. However, Austrian absolutism failed to reward the Serbs and
Croats for their assistance. Instead, they were told in 1867—when Austria
and Hungary had buried some of their differences—to seek a modus vivendi
with the Magyars. 13 The national consciousness of both the Serbs and the
Croats soon would "cross the Rubicon." Most of them could no longer
look on themselves as "Hungarians of Slavic ancestry." Thus, when the
Austro-Hungarian monarchy dissolved at the end of World War I. they
turned to the creation of a South Slav state as the logical expression of
their national self-determination. In the closing months of World War I,
Serbian and French troops occupied all of southern Hungary, including the
Vojvodina. 14 The Treaty of Trianon put its seal of approval on most of
these military acquisitions.
In the newly-formed Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes the position of the Magyar ethnic group underwent a drastic change. From a position of most favoured they were pushed into the position of least favoured.
Their treatment was, of course, tied directly to both domestic and foreign
policy developments.
As part of France's scheme for a new international order in East Central
Europe, the new South Slav kingdom was placed in direct opposition to
Hungary and Bulgaria. Such opposition did not have to be fostered since
the kingdom had gained territories at the expense of both these other states.
The latter desired a revision of this post-war territorial settlement. In the
face of such desires, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes looked
to France and other "satisfied" powers (Czechoslovakia and Rumania) for
allies. 15 In this conflict the Magyars of Yugoslavia—as well as the Bulgars
and pro-Bulgar Macedonians—became mere driftwood tossed hither and
thither in the uncertain stream of East Central European power politics.
In other words, the Magyar minority's condition of existence was always
contingent on Yugoslavia's policies vis-a-vis Hungary.
Yugoslavia's nationality policy was even more closely tied to its quest

for political unification. While the idea of a South Slav state had long been
the fervent wish to many Croatian and Serbian intellectuals, when such a
union was finally realized dissension immediately arose regarding its character. The Serbs wished a centralized union dominated by themselves. The
Croats, on the other hand, wanted a federal state which gave at least the
three major South Slav nationalities an equal voice in the policies of the
country. 16 To bridge this rift the Serbs not infrequently used the minorities either as countervailing forces vis-a-vis the Croats, or as scapegoats—
personifying the dangers of external subversion—against which it was the
duty of all good South Slavs to unite.
Yugoslavia's German minority was frequently used as a countervailing
force. It was in most cases—excepting the small numbers living in northern
Slovenia—far removed from the Austrian border. In contrast to this, the
Hungarian, Bulgarian, and Albanian minorities presented a direct threat to
the frontiers of the country. Thus, the Magyars were well suited to fulfill
the scapegoat role. They were viewed as a potential force of disruption
which had to be hemmed in and weakened wherever possible. 1 '
The policy chosen to ward off the Magyar "threat" was to isolate Hungary
diplomatically. To this end Yugoslavia joined Rumania and Czechoslovakia
in the Little Entente, a diplomatic and military alignment of states directed
18
primarily against Hungary. Besides surrounding Hungary with a ring of
hostile states, Yugoslavia also attempted to impede contacts between the
Magyars of Hungary and those that lived in Yugoslavia. This was done by
denying visas to prospective travelers thus discouraging visits across the
borders. 19
In Yugoslavia itself, the government resorted to a two-front campaign
to weaken the Magyars politically. It used both outright repression and
the more sophisticated, time-tried Habsburg policy of divide and rule. The
application of these policies was often simultaneous, but at certain times
one was preferred over the other. In the immediate post-World War I years
repression was utilized more frequently but in the 1930s the government
was more successful in playing the non-irredentist minorities against the
Magyars. 20 These tactics were used in almost all areas of life, including
the political realm, as well as the educational, cultural, religious, economic,
and social aspects of existence.
The Magyars were effectively excluded from both national and local
political affairs. But the other minorities were only slightly better off than
the Magyars, as ordinary Serbs themselves were limited in the extent to
which they could participate in political affairs. In fact, after 1929, the
vast majority of Yugoslavia's inhabitants was barred from political life by
King Alexander's dictatorship. 21 On the whole, however, the government's
authoritarianism weighed heaviest on the Magyars and some of the other
22
irredentist nationality groups.

The exclusion of Magyars from political life was evident in the prevailing patterns of electoral practices and political appointments. In the
elections to the Constituent Assembly Magyars were not admitted to the
voters' lists. In the 1923 election to the Skupstina (National Assembly) not
one Magyar deputy was elected, while the much smaller Rumanian minority secured one deputy and the German minority (which had about the same
population as the Magyars) secured eight. In the 1925 elections the Magyars were again barred from the Skupstina while the Germans elected five
Deputies. Only in 1927 did the Magyars finally elect three Deputies when
they ran under the party auspices of the Serbian Radical and Democrat
parties. In this same election the Germans secured six mandates. When
in 1929 the Dictatorship dissolved all parties, the Germans were allowed
one senator and two deputies and the Magyars were allowed one deputy
on the government list. 24 As the above data indicates, the Magyar minority
was barred from effective representation while the Germans were given a
favoured though token status. In this both the policies of repression and of
divide et impera are evident.
In local government and in the civil service the same pattern prevailed. A
few examples may be cited as representative. Even after the most "liberal"
election opportunities of 1927, "there were in the whole Vojvodina only
10 German and 6 Magyar village notaries, against 114 Slavs (nearly all
Serbs)." After the eclipse of this "liberal" interlude and the establishment
of the Dictatorship, local officials were again appointed rather than elected.
In 1930 the appointments to the City Council of Zenta (a city that was over
86 percent Magyar) included 4 Magyars out of a total of 38 Councilors. 26
This pattern of discrimination was also present in the country's civil service. Under the Vidov Dan Constitution of 1921 (which was superseded
by Alexander's Dictatorship in 1929) Article 19 stated that admission to
public service required at least 10 years of residence in the Kingdom for
*
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all citizens whose nationality was not Serb, Croat or Slovene.
Besides barring the Magyar population from participation in government,
the Yugoslav state also demanded that in public discourse they use only
Serbo-Croatian. This language demand was not confined to government
transactions (e.g., Court proceedings, written communications to authorities, etc.), but also ooapplied to utterances made in public places like cafes
and street corners. Shops had to use the "state language" as well and
could resort to Magyar only when the customer was totally unable to communicate otherwise. Non-governmental or "private" clubs were required to
use the state language to keep minutes and to "conduct business." Street
names and shop-signs also had to follow this pattern. If a private business refused to do so, it had to pay a surtax for the privilege of having its
shop-sign appear in Magyar or German besides Serbian (i.e., in Cyrillic). 29
This intolerance carried over to the economic and social existence of the

Magyars. Their cultural, educational and economic position was in many
ways subject to this same stifling grip of Serbian nationalism. The most
far-reaching effects were felt in the immediate post-Trianon period.
The "land reform" carried out in the Vojvodina during these years is
a good example of economic subjugation. Prior to the World War the
land distribution in the area was undeniably inequitable. But this inequality did not involve "national discrimination." Because the area had been
re-colonized by the Habsburgs with Serbs and Germans, the population
was, in large part, composed of free-holders. However, the Magyar inhabitants were not so fortunate. Due to their late arrival in the region, they
w e r e settled on lands reclaimed by the drainage of swamps. This involved
vast expenditures that could be covered only by the government and the
landed gentry (whose members became the owners of much land in the
region). Thus, among the Magyar inhabitants of the Vojvodina, great class
differences existed. There was a small upper layer composed of landed
aristocrats and Jewish merchants, and a large class of impoverished farm
labourers. 30
When the Serbs undertook their land reform after incorporating the Vojvodina into Yugoslavia, they resorted to discrimination on the basis of
nationality. They broke up the large landed estates and redistributed them
among Serbs, leaving the impoverished Magyar peasants as landless as they
were before the reform. 31 In fact, Magyars, Germans, and other "a-national"
elements, were not only left out of the reform, but they were barred from
buying land within a 50 kilometer zone of the Yugoslav-Hungarian border/""
In this way, the land reform which had seen most of the land confiscated
in the Magyar areas of the Vojvodina, turned out to be a means by which
the Magyar masses were kept impoverished. More important, it became
the pretext for bringing in new colonists—called dobrovoljci—from
Serbia
w h o were settled in these Magyar populated areas. These new Serb settlers
diluted to some extent the compact Magyar areas and also gave the state
"dependable" inhabitants along its northern borders. 3 3
While discrimination in the agricultural realm was responsible for most
of the misery experienced by Hungarians, there were similarly unfavourable
trends in other areas of their economic life. Many Magyars were forced to
seek employment in the interior of the country due to the hiring policies of
manufacturers in the Vojvodina: they tended to hire only a certain minimum
quota of non-Serbs. Magyar firms, on the other hand, were "to take on
Serbian Directors or to place a certain number of [their] shares at the
disposal of the Government." 3 4
While all these policies of Serbianizing were objectionable, it was the
attempt to Serbianize their tongues and their hearts that made Magyars most
resentful of Yugoslav rule. The intellectual and spiritual life of the Magyars
was closely tied to the fate of their churches, schools, and folk culture. The

Yugoslav government, however, made every attempt to limit the Magyar
character of each. In a sense they all became subject to restrictive state
supervision. This supervision affected the churches first, then the schools,
and then the total cultural-intellectual existence of the Magyars. 35
The churches have played a national as well as a religious role in the
history of most Eastern European countries. This also holds true for the
churches of the Vojvodina. Most Roman Catholics in this area were Magyars (the remainder were Swabians, Croats, Sokci and Bunyevci) while
the Serbs were Serbian Orthodox. In this way the churches reflected the
national aspirations of their adherents. To curb the Magyar "national" role
of the Roman Catholic Church the Yugoslav government pared down its
jurisdiction and powers and also transformed the ethnic composition of its
hierarchy. This was accomplished through a Concordat with the Holy See
which re-drew the boundaries of the Church's dioceses so that these would
correspond to new state boundaries. Once this was done, the clergy of
the Vojvodina became subject to the Croatian prelates in Zagreb and the
Papal Nuncio at Belgrade. In this way the Hungarian influence through the
Catholic Church became inoperative.
The churches of Yugoslavia were also subjected to control by the state
through the subsidies given to them. This determined the extent to which
churches could carry on their traditional activities. As C.A. Macartney has
pointed out, the Roman Catholics and Protestants received less than their
"fair share" relative to churches representing other nationality groups. 38
However, this aspect of Yugoslav policy was rationalized in most Serb
nationalist quarters as necessary to stem the influence of a-national institutions.
Much more disruptive for the minorities than this discrimination in the
allocation of subsidies, was the policy of depriving the Catholic Church
of its traditional role in education. All the Church's schools were transformed into state schools controlled directly by the Ministry of Education
in Belgrade. For the Magyars this meant the loss of education in their
own language. Only in the first four elementary grades were they left with
Magyar instruction. In all education above that level instruction was given
exclusively in Serbian/ However, even the number of elementary schools
left to the Magyars was well below that which their numbers would have
warranted. In 1934 they possessed only 157 school units (sections and
classes combined) as opposed to the 693 school units which they had before World War I. 40 Furthermore, the content of education was often little
above the level of indoctrination in Yugoslav nationalism, taught by a staff
that was at least one-third Slav even in the Magyar school units. 41
The discriminatory policies of the state also made their presence felt
in the Magyars' more general cultural life. Cultural associations were not
allowed to form until the Dictatorship of 1929 enabled the Magyars to orga-

nize a "Popular Cultural Association" at Veliki Beckerek (Nagy Becskerek)
and the "People's Circle" at Subotica (Szabadka). 42 Otherwise, the policy
of national discrimination remained the same. Concert programmes had
to contain a certain number of Serb numbers and cultural or folklore programmes had to keep down the number of Hungarian national dances to
43

one or two.
This discriminatory policy prevailed as long as Yugoslavia's foreign policy continued to place it in opposition to Hungary. The assassination of
King Alexander in 1934 by a Macedonian terrorist, however, altered the
general foreign policy orientation of Yugoslavia. By 1936-37 there were
definite signs of a rapprochement with Hungary. 44 This also became perceptible in the easing of repressive measures against the Magyars of the
Vojvodina. Unfortunately, the clash of the great powers again threw a
monkey-wrench into this process of accommodation. German and Italian
ambitions stood in the way of Serbian-Magyar reconciliation.
When Hitler's armies marched into Yugoslavia, it was already on the
verge of disintegration. Hungary joined the powers dismembering Yugoslavia—in spite of Paul Teleki's suicide. In light of their interwar experiences, it is not surprising that most of the Hungarians in the Vojvodina welcomed the Hungarian reacquisition and occupation of the Backa (Bacska)
and the Darda triangle (Baranya). However, the occupation was a shortlived respite and led to some adverse short-term consequences. Among
other developments, the occupying troops were responsible for atrocities
that were committed at Novi Sad. 45 After the retreat of the Hungarian army
and the advance of the Red Army and the partisans, retaliation was wrought
upon the local Hungarians rather than the perpetrators of the excesses. At
any rate, at the end of hostilities the Hungarians of the Vojvodina were
viewed as a minority that had attempted to "desert" Yugoslavia during the
partisans' fight for Yugoslavia's preservation.
These changed conditions dramatically affected majority-minority relations. The new ethnic balance in the revived Yugoslav state as well as in
Tito's partisan movement, provided the basis for this new policy. Tito's
personal leadership and the ideological commitments of the Party set the
stage for more integrationist and tolerant ethnic policies.

The war also had far-reaching demographic consequences. As was pointed
out above, in the interwar period the population of the Vojvodina had
been roughly one-third German, one-third Hungarian and one-third South
Slav. However, the last years of the struggle and the immediate post-war
consolidation enabled the new rulers of Yugoslavia to drastically alter the

ethnic profile of the region. They obliterated the three-way ethnic balance
of the population via deportations, emigration and executions.
The first census after the war (1948) indicates the magnitude of the
transformation. The Vojvodina's German population was reduced from
317,000 in 1931 to about 32,000 in 1948. From an ethnic and political
perspective this resulted in a completely different Vojvodina. It produced
a Slav-dominated province by increasing the share of the Serbs in the population to over one-half (841,000 in 1948), from their previous number of
462,000 in 1931. It also increased the overall proportion of the South Slavic
population with the influx of new settlers from Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, and elsewhere. Thus, the post-war ethnic profile of the Vojvodina
was about one-fourth Hungarian, over one-half Serb and nearly one-fourth
other South Slavs. (The rise of the Serb, Croat, and other Slavic share of
the population was achieved in large part, by the extensive colonization of
the lands left vacant by the deported Germans.) 46
More recent population trends in the Vojvodina altered this post-war
profile slightly. In recent years the Hungarian population has declined
even further, while the South Slavic population has continued to increase
at a steady rate. For example, the Serb population of 841,000 of 1948
grew to 1,089,000 in 1971, and to 1,107,378 in 1981, while the Hungarian
population of 429,000 in 1948 decreased slightly to 424,000 in 1971, and
to 385,356 in 1981. On an all-Yugoslav level this demographic stagnation
has even more adverse consequences. While Yugoslavia's population as a
whole increased from 18.5 million to 22.5 million between 1961 and 1981,
the Hungarian population during the same period dropped from 504,000 to
426,867. At the same time, the Albanian population of 915,000 increased
to 1,730,878. From a bio-political perspective, in contrast to the dynamism
of the Albanians, the Hungarians are in definite decline within the overall
population. This demographic stagnation may be the result of their more
effective "integration." It could also be a sign of their alienation if the
population losses were due to emigration, a low birthrate, or assimilation
by other ethnic groups. 47
The wartime struggles and the trauma of internecine ethnic conflict convinced the leaders of at least the Communist Party of Yugoslavia (CPY)
that a new approach was needed for the solution of the nationality question.
Tito and his followers were able to bridge some of the conflicts already
during the war through their leading position at the head of the partisan
guerrilla forces. As Milovan Djilas has pointed out in one of his essays:
It is incontestable that in the massacres going on between Serbs and
Croats the Yugoslav state would have disappeared had not the Communists appeared on the scene. They had all the conditions for such a
role: vision, organization and leadership. The Communists were im-

pervious not only to the demoralization of the ruling classes, but also to
the chauvinistic excesses. They were the only party that was Yugoslav
[emphasis in original] in the composition of its membership, in its political practice and—interpreted narrowly—in its internationalism. 48
Thus, the communist-dominated partisans saw the key to successful resistance against the Germans in trans-ethnic unity. Such unity could be
attained only if the programme and objectives of the partisans were divorced from the narrow ethnic squabbles of the past. Since Tito and the
Yugoslav communists dominated the partisans, the ideological orientation
of the leaders enabled the movement as a whole to rise above the nationalist conflicts. Liberation from the German yoke provided the unifying ideal.
Thus, partisan groups came into existence in all parts of the country—even
the Vojvodina—fighting for the common cause of national liberation. 49
Unlike other newly established communist states, Tito's Yugoslavia did
not depend primarily on the Red Army either to ensure the establishment
of a communist government or to eradicate domestic opposition. Although
the Red Army played a key role in the liberation of Belgrade, North-East
Serbia, and the Vojvodina (thereby crushing the major centres of nationalist Cetnik resistance), the partisans were able to assert their own control
over most of Yugoslavia. At any rate, the new order under the CPY was
eminently qualified to consolidate communist power and eliminate domestic opposition. The process of consolidation had particularly far-reaching
consequences for the ethnic destiny of the Vojvodina. Under the pretext of
eliminating "war criminals" and "collaborators," communist security units
imprisoned or executed about 150,000 Volksdeutsche and 30,000 Hungarians. But the most extensive demographic changes were caused by the
deportations of the German population (about 450,000) and about 40,000
of the Hungarians. 50 Almost all other ethnic groups also suffered. However, it is safe to say that these liquidations—with the exception of the
Germans, and possibly the Hungarians—were motivated more by considerations of ideology and power, than by ethnic animosity. Whatever the
motivation, in the case of the Hungarian liquidations, the result was to deprive Yugoslavia's Magyars of their leaders. Fortunately, these drastic and
inhuman policies were part of power consolidation rather than a permanent
feature of Yugoslav nationality policy.
The non-South Slavic and former "enemy" nationalities continued to be
treated as second-rate citizens during the period of the Tito-Stalin conflict.
Their rights were partially restored and their existence became more bearable only after—many years after—the Cominform's anti-Titoist campaigns
ended. From that time to the early 1980s their status as minority nationalities steadily improved, although there were some set-backs along the way.
In this evolution of relations, the official self-definition of Yugoslavia via

the partisan experience, its acceptance of the premises of Marxist-Leninist
nationality policies, the increased representation of some minorities in the
Party, and the copying of Soviet federalism, together established the setting
for inter-ethnic relations.
The historical experience of World War II consecrates the partisan leaders
as the saviors of national independence and honour. At the same time, it
provides a common enemy, a common danger against which all Yugoslavs
must unite. This outside threat is German imperialism. Even in present-day
Yugoslavia the German threat is viewed as the foremost symbol of outside
interference, against which constant vigilance is needed to preserve the
independence of the country. 51 It had been routinely played up in the press
and in governmental foreign policy pronouncements until the normalization
of relations with West Germany. After the split between Tito and Stalin,
the danger of Cominform intervention was utilized in a similar way. But
the German threat (in the symbolic sense) is more effective because it is
based on a bloodier historical experience and is more easily fitted into the
ideological prerequisites of contemporary Yugoslavia. 52
The partisan myth is not just based on antagonism to Germany, it also
contains a sense of mission, giving it a supranational appeal. According to
the myth, the partisans of World War II were fighting not just against Germany but also against world reaction and racism. The legacy of fighting
these retrograde tendencies has given the present-day leaders the reputation of being true internationalists. As leaders of the "progressive forces"
of history, they have depended on the unity and solidarity of all nationalities within the country. Although at first the partisans were mostly
Serbs and Montenegrins, after 1942, Croats, Slovenes, Macedonians, and
other nationalities also joined the movement in increasing numbers. Thus
the partisans became a genuinely all-Yugoslav antifascist alliance, which
fought to rid the whole country, and not just certain parts, of the German
occupation. 53 One has to be in Yugoslavia only a few days to feel the pervasive role of the partisan myth. This distinctively communist Yugoslavian
political culture is manifest everywhere. One encounters its manifestations
in the partisan ethos of the government and in the day-to-day life of the
people. Radio programmes devote a great deal of attention to it. For example, programmes called "partisan songs" are a part of the weekly schedule
of most Yugoslav radio stations. Besides radio and television, the myth is
propagated in schools, history books, journals, and the press. 54
Even the Hungarians of the Vojvodina have the opportunity to participate
in this myth. Although most Hungarians were not sympathetic to the partisan cause and had actually favoured the re-annexation of the Vojvodina to
Hungary, during the last few months of the war, the partisans established
a special brigade composed of Hungarian "volunteers." It was called the
Petofi brigade in honour of the Hungarian revolutionary poet who died in

1849. This unit actually saw action against the Germans in the battle of
Bolman. Although the Hungarian contribution to the partisan cause was
limited to this one brigade in one battle, a great deal has been made of it
by Yugoslav historians. 55 With this one historical episode they have been
integrated into the destiny of the Yugoslav political order. 56
This self-definition myth is also based on the pragmatic political realization that no one South Slavic nation is able to rule Yugoslavia by
excluding the others from power. This had been tried by the Serbs—the
most numerous nationality—during the interwar years and it had devastating consequences. To the leadership in the CPY it became obvious that
the new Yugoslavia must involve both symbolically and in reality all the
major South Slavic nations in the decision-making process. Somehow the
interests and political influence of these peoples had to be balanced. The
major balancer became Tito personally and the Party's control mechanisms
by which internal cohesion and discipline could be maintained.
The pragmatic recognition of power relations was rationalized by the ideological requirements of Marxist-Leninist nationality policy and the Soviet
pattern of federalism. These were incorporated into the Yugoslav constitutional order together with the partisan myth. While in the earlier two
constitutions (1946, 1953) the link was only implicit, it has been made
explicit in the later documents (1963, 1974) through the enumeration of
certain "basic principles." Incorporating the ideals of the wartime struggles
and some of Yugoslavia's own ideological innovations, the 1963 Constitution states: "The peoples of Yugoslavia, on the basis of the right of every
people to self-determination, including the right to secession, on the basis
of their common struggle and their will freely declared in the People's
Liberation War and Socialist Revolution, and in accord with their historical
aspirations . . . have united in a federal republic of free and equal peoples
and nationalities." 57 The Constitution of 1974 re-states this principle in the
following way:
The nations of Yugoslavia, proceeding from the right of every nation
to self-determination, including the right to secession, on the basis of
their will freely expressed in the common struggle of all nations and
nationalities in the National Liberation War and Socialist Revolution,
and in conformity with their historic aspiration, aware that further
consolidation of their brotherhood and unity is in the common interest,
have, together with the nationalities with which they live, united in a
federal republic of free and equal nations and nationalities and founded
a socialist federal community of working people—the Socialist Federal
CO
Republic of Yugoslavia.
These declarations go far beyond most East European constitutions and,
in fact, beyond anything that the Yugoslavs themselves consider feasible

or desirable. For this reason, both the right to secession and the right
to self-determination are not mentioned in the body of the constitutions. 59
Still, their inspirational use in the introductions indicates confidence in the
durability of Yugoslavia's unity. A similar confidence is nowhere evident
in Rumania or Czechoslovakia, where "indivisibility" is tirelessly stressed.
More than fourteen years have passed since the adoption of the 1974
Constitution. Over-all, it has reinforced rather than changed existing policies. However, in some instances this basic law is more precise. The
two quotations above illustrate the change. While the earlier introduction
refers rather loosely to peoples and nationalities, the 1974 Constitution
distinguishes between "nations" and "nationalities." The distinction is important because—while both nations and nationalities are to be guaranteed
"equality" and "freedom" within a "socialist federal community of working people"—only "nations" have the theoretical right to self-determination
and secession. 60 Throughout the Constitution of 1974, reference to "nations" means the South Slavs (Serbs, Croats, Slovenes), while reference to
"nationalities" means the non-South Slavs (Albanians, Hungarians, Rumanians, etc.). In other words, Yugoslavia's Staatsvolk or Staatsvolker are the
South Slavic "nations," whereas the "nationalities" are national minorities
who are co-nationals with the Staatsvolker of the neighbouring states. 61 In
constitutional practice, the distinction has always existed. However, since
about 1966 the "official" position has stressed symbolic equality rather than
the majority-minority relationship.
This symbolic equality, however, has never provided the Hungarians
with a proportional share of decision-making roles either in the military,
central administration, or the local and provincial levels of decision making.
Party membership of the Hungarians in the Vojvodina has grown from 7.4
percent of the total in 1953 to 9.3 percent in 1968, to 10.4 percent 1976,
to 11.0 percent in 1982. 62 This growth of membership indicates greater
involvement, but it is still not in proportion to the Hungarian share of the
population, which is close to 20 percent in the Vojvodina. It is ironic
that the overall population of the Hungarians has been declining since the
1961 census while their Party membership has more than doubled in that
time period. At any rate, this development seems to have had little effect
on the ability of Hungarians to cope with the socio-economic forces that
seem to undermine their ability to maintain their culture in the Yugoslav
environment.
Their ability to persist culturally has been more closely related to the need
for over-all ethnic/nationality harmony in the country. The ideological and
constitutional definition of nationality rights reflects this. Yet even these are
at times amended by political events on both the international and domestic
front. The Tito-Stalin split of 1948, the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, the
purge of Rankovic in 1966, the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia

in 1968, the Croatian unrest of 1970-71, as well as the Albanian stirrings
of 1968, 1981-82, 1986-87, have perhaps been the most important such
events.
The first of these events, the confrontation between Tito's Yugoslavia
and Stalin's Cominform, had negative repercussions in the short-run and
positive consequences in the long-run on Yugoslav inter-ethnic relations. In
the long-run the consequences were positive because they enabled Yugoslav
domestic affairs to develop independently of Soviet foreign policy demands.
Thus, while the rest of Eastern Europe continued to toe the Soviet policy
line on nationality issues, the Yugoslavs went their own way and began
to experiment with different policy options in this area. The first policy
adopted, independent of the Soviet example, was a direct response to the
pressures of the 1948 confrontation.
After June 28, 1948, when the Yugoslav party was expelled from the
Cominform, it became clear that the split in the "Socialist camp" was final.
Stalin, of course, hoped that the expulsion would lead to Tito's demise
and Yugoslavia's re-incorporation into the bloc. To make certain that Tito
would not survive, Stalin unleashed a campaign of vilification against him
personally and the Yugoslav revisionists in general. The campaign included
a concerted propaganda drive by Yugoslavia's neighbours as well as economic, military, and political quarantine. One aspect of this campaign was
to discredit Yugoslav nationality policies and to foment unrest, particularly
among the national minorities. Each one of the neighbouring bloc states
was given the assignment to stir-up discontent among fellow nationals in
Yugoslavia. All of these criticisms equated the Titoist policies with "chauvinist pan-Serb" aspirations. 63 However, the campaign was limited to the
border-zone national minorities and was not extended to the traditional
rivalry between Croats and Serbs. As Robert R. King points out, the objective was not to destroy Yugoslavia, but to topple Tito and to bring the
country back into the camp. 64
Some unrest was actually generated by this campaign, but it was not
enough to coax any one of the minority nationalities into rioting or rebellion. Individual cases of desertion from the armed forces and illegal border
crossings were the extent to which the campaign activated the minorities. 65
Since these minority inhabited areas also coincided with the first lines of
military defence, the concentration of Yugoslav military units in these areas acted as a deterrent to opposition to Tito. In this way, the unrest that
was generated, actually failed in its objective. At the same time, it made
Yugoslav policy-makers more aware of the vulnerability of their border
areas. This sense of insecurity resulted in more centralized solutions to the
nationality question in the 1950s.
The Constitution of 1953 as well as the policy statements of many government and party officials reflected a commitment to "Yugoslavism" or

"jugoslovenstvo,"66
By stressing a trans-ethnic national consciousness they
hoped to defuse the local nationalisms of Serbs, Croats, Macedonians, and
other South Slavs and replace it with a more generalized sense of loyalty
to undergird the Yugoslav state. Although this focus on "Staatsvolk" role
and self-consciousness of the Slavic peoples was not really concerned with
the minority nationalities, it also had consequences for their existence. By
de-emphasizing the role of the Republics, it tied the fate of non-Slavic
minorities more closely to federal standards than might have been otherwise. This was inadvertently to their benefit. Yet in terms of formal
self-government this period circumscribed the autonomy of the Vojvodina
and of Kosovo-Metohia. These provinces were constitutionally inferior to
the republics and in fact were dependencies of the Serbian Republic. This
status did not change significantly even after the general turmoil that swept
Eastern Europe in 1956.

Of all the Hungarian minorities in Eastern Europe, the Hungarians of the
Vojvodina remained the most passive during the Revolution of 1956. 6/
There are a number of possible explanations for this. First, the Hungarians
in this area suffered greatly at the end of World War II for their "national"
solidarity with Hungary during the war. 68 In other words, they may have
been more effectively intimidated than their fellow Hungarians in Transylvania, Slovakia or Subcarpathian Ruthenia. Second, Yugoslav treatment
of Hungarians was improving rather than deteriorating at the time of the
Revolution. 69 Thirdly, the Yugoslav government did not immediately go
on record opposing the Hungarian Revolution. In its initial phases, Tito
sympathized with Imre Nagy and the revolutionary developments in Hungary. Tito turned against the revolution only when the hegemony of the
communist party became directly threatened. 70 Thus, in the Vojvodina, the
Hungarian response to the events of 1956 was, on the whole, low key.
Another reason why the revolution's impact was limited was the fact that
the Yugoslav authorities effectively isolated the Hungarian refugees streaming across their borders from the local Hungarian population. Aside from
some contact at local border crossing points like Osijek (Eszek), where
some "fraternization" was inevitable, most Hungarians were whisked to
camps which were separated from the Hungarians of Yugoslavia by distance
71

or administrative obstacles. At any rate, of the roughly 20,000 Hungarians
who escaped to the West via Yugoslavia, most did not have an opportunity to discuss their• experiences
with the Hungarians of the Vojvodina, or
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Croatia, or Slovenia. Their impact was probably much more significant
on the Yugoslav nationalities, particularly Croatian university students who

seemed to have become restive during the days of the Revolution. ' However, this never became a mass movement of dissent. For the most part,
Yugoslavs observed events in Hungary with apprehension, and wanted to
keep out of the conflict.
Most of the reactions to Hungary's revolution occurred at the governmental level in Yugoslavia. These reactions were closely linked to the
broader questions of the international setting and the recent moves to normalize Soviet-Yugoslav relations. The revolution in Hungary put Tito and
his regime in an awkward position. Although he favoured the loosened
hold of the Soviet Union over Hungary (as well as Poland), he also feared
the emergence of a nationalist government in Budapest. 74 When it became
apparent that Imre Nagy was no longer in complete control and the revolution had taken on an anti-communist character, Tito, too, called for
intervention. 75 In the final analysis he was more secure with a pro-Moscow
government than a government which might have a nationalist orientation.
After all, a government of the latter stripe might raise revisionist claims to
the Vojvodina and other Hungarian inhabited areas of northern Yugoslavia.
By November 4th, therefore, the Yugoslav reaction reflected a kind of Little
Entente bias. Although it never reached the hate-mongering intensity of
the Czechoslovak and Rumanian anti-Revolutionary campaign, in essence
it arrived at the same conclusion: the revolution must be crushed in order
to contain Hungarian nationalism.
The events of 1956, however, led to strains in Soviet-Yugoslav relations. This was apparent in Tito's fear of Soviet use of the Red Army after
quelling the Hungarian Revolution. After November 4th, he ordered the
strengthening of Yugoslav military units along the Hungarian border. He
also provided Imre Nagy and his entourage with temporary political asylum
in the Yugoslav Embassy in Budapest. Nagy's subsequent arrest outside
the embassy by Soviet agents continued to complicate Soviet-Yugoslav
relations. Furthermore Tito's Pula speech—while it justified the Soviet
intervention—criticized the Hungarian and Soviet leadership's handling of
the whole crisis. Thus, Yugoslavia's relation to the Hungarian Revolution—
as ambivalent as it was—led in the short-run to a deterioration of relations
between it and the Soviet Union as well as the new Kadar regime in Budapest.
The Hungarians of the Vojvodina—unlike their fellow Hungarians in
other neighbouring states—did not become a casualty of these events. In
terms of immediate effect, the revolution led to tightened security and
military preparedness in the Hungarian inhabited areas. These, however,
were probably aimed to dissuade the Soviets from a strike into Yugoslavia.
They were not responses to Hungarian unrest. In the long-run, the Hungarians of the Vojvodina did not face an erosion of their rights as a minority
nationality. If anything, from 1956 through the 1960s to 1970-71, their

educational and cultural institutions seem to have been strengthened.' 7 In
fact one of the most significant statements on minority nationality rights
was proclaimed just three years after the revolution. It was issued by the
Executive Committee of the Central Committee of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia in 1959. The statement set forth the general principles
of inter-nationality relations, stressing that minorities in a sense can have
two allegiances, one—mainly cultural—to their ethnic nation, while the
*
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other is to their country of residence. More recently there has been some
erosion of these rights, but it does not seem to be a result of a systematic
campaign of Serbianization. Furthermore, this erosion is unrelated to the
Revolution of 1956.
More important in altering the situation of Yugoslavia's minorities, was
the shifting power-balance within the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
in favour of the decentralizers. This shift was evident in policies adopted in
the early 1960s and in the Constitutional revisions of 1963. This revision
further extended decentralization by providing more "self-government" on
the local level, while restricting the possibility for ethnic groups to act in
concert against the interests of the federation. In effect, it was7Q a unifying instrument that did not, however, impose a unitary structure. Finally,
the shift in power was evident to everyone when Alexander Rankovic was
forced to resign in 1966. As the defender of centralism and "Yugoslavism"
he had tried to keep the reformists at bay. With his eclipse from power the
ethnic consciousness of the various parts of Yugoslavia could again manifest themselves more openly, particularly among the South Slavic "nations"
within their respective republics. On paper even the non-Slavic "nationalities" had gained. However, their gains were to some extent undercut by
the new vigour of republican level decision-making. It is not a coincidence
that the unrest among the Albanians of Kosovo and Macedonia reached the
boiling point just at the height of the process of decentralization in 1968.
With the ouster of Rankovic, the decentralization process picked up
momentum. At the symbolic level it provided the Provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo with virtual constitutional equality with the six republics.
Yet the continuing process of decentralization did not accord more "selfgovernment" to either the Hungarians or the Albanians as distinct nationalities. In fact, the process of decentralization encouraged greater expectations, only to frustrate them at the level of the Serbian Republic. These
frustrations in turn led to strained relations not so much between the Hungarians and the Serbs, but between the Albanians and the Serbs. These
strains surfaced in the Vojvodina in the late 1960s and at the height of
the Croatian self-assertion movement of 1970-71. Two incidents are particularly revealing. One involved Laszlo Rehak, the foremost Hungarian
communist scholar of the nationality question in the Vojvodina. The subject
of the "Rehak Affair," was one of the most prominent representatives of

the Hungarians in the League of Communists of Yugoslavia. Yet, when, as
a representative in the Serbian Republic Assembly, he dared question the
foot-dragging of the University of Novi Sad administration in setting up a
Hungarian Studies Institute, the Serbian press immediately attacked him as
a "nationalist" and whipped up enough opposition to block his election to
the vice-presidential post of the Serbian Republic Executive Committee. 80
The other example occurred at a much less visible level, but also points
out the limits of tolerance toward criticism of the treatment of nationalities.
This second case involved a student at the University of Novi Sad who
expressed his frustrations in an article in the periodical Uj Symposion. He
contended that Hungarians were the "niggers" of Yugoslavia, since those
w h o spoke Hungarian in public places (i.e., department stores) were treated
•
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as second-rate members of society. For having published the article the
student was stripped of all his organizational responsibilities (as Hungarian
language programme co-ordinator of the Novi Sad Youth Council), was
deprived of his scholarship, and was labeled a "nationalist" trouble-maker.
Furthermore, the periodical itself had to make a public apology for allowing
the article to be published. 82
In both these instances the treatment of minority representatives, at different levels of social and political life, defined the context and limits of
minority rights within the Serbian Republic. However, for the Hungarians of the Vojvodina this type of government-initiated harassment is the
exception rather than the rule. For the average person the occasion for
nationality discrimination occurs within a social rather than a political or
economic context. For example a negative atmosphere prevails in public
facilities like stores, taverns or restaurants which makes people hesitate or
refuse to communicate in Hungarian. On one occasion, I witnessed a group
of young people being harassed because they had been singing Hungarian
songs in a tavern. To avoid being beaten up the group had to vacate the
premises. On another occasion, I witnessed on a bus ride between Novi
Sad and Subotica, a bully and his friends making crude passes at Hungarian girls, feeling secure that the prospects of nationality confrontation
would make the Hungarian men escorts hesitate to put them in their place.
Finally, at the lowest levels of administration, whether in a post office,
travel agency, or a police station, the people who deal with the public are
unwilling or unable to speak the minority language. 83 A more aggressive
campaign of bilingualism in street signs, postal forms, and the instruction
of public servants could have beneficial results. Until such a programme
is adopted, the social atmosphere will remain intimidating and stifling for
the average person with a minority background.
It is in response to these circumstances that the treatment of Hungarians
received international press attention at the end of 1982. Gyula Illyes, the
"grand old man" of Hungarian letters, gave an interview to the Frankfurter

Rundschau on December 21, 1982. In this interview he asserted that even
in Yugoslavia (and not just in Rumania and Czechoslovakia) the Hungarian
population is threatened by assimilationist pressures. The contradiction between the officially prescribed position, and the actual status of Hungarians,
is just unreconcilable. A flurry of orchestrated outrage followed. The "old
man" of Yugoslavia's Hungarian writers, Imre Bori, was given the assignment to reject the allegations. Bori's "rebuttal" appeared in Magyar Szo on
February 20, 1983 and was also published in Borba. It was followed by
an article in Vecernji List on February 25, 1983 protesting Illyes's intrusion
into Yugoslavia's domestic concerns. None of Illyes's concerns (demographic stagnation, drop in bilingual instruction, etc.) were addressed, he
was simply told to butt out. 84
To be fair, the central government in Belgrade tries to improve the social
atmosphere that surrounds majority-minority relations. However, even the
best intentions of the federal government encounters the stubborn discriminatory legacy of the past. This legacy is composed of ingrained biases and
established modes of reaction which had received official encouragement
in the interwar years. To overcome this legacy requires persistent effort at
reform not just on the federal level, but on the level of the Serbian Republic, the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and the city, commune, and
workers' councils levels that mold the day-to-day activities and existence
of all the inhabitants of the Vojvodina.
In the Slovenian Republic such commitment and effort has been demonstrated in recent years. True, Slovenia has a much smaller minority population to contend with. There are only 9,496 Hungarians in Slovenia out of
a total population of 1,891,864 inhabitants in that republic. 85 Nonetheless,
this small Hungarian minority, as well as the Italian minority, is a constant
concern of the Ljubljana administration. The Slovenian Republic provides
them with bilingual educational institutions and various opportunities for
preserving their cultural identity. One of the most important of these is the
right to have institutionalized "national" representation in defence of their
cultural and other interests. Furthermore, the government actively supports
efforts to monitor the minority's capability to maintain its communal links
in other republics and to its "mother" nation. 86
Although in comparison the efforts in the Vojvodina fall short of the
Slovenian Republic, on the formal level the Magyars there still have incomparably greater cultural and educational opportunities than in the interwar years. Under Tito, and under his successors, the Yugoslav state has
respected the right of the Magyars to maintain themselves as Magyars. It
has provided them with educational institutions, cultural facilities and publishing opportunities which are doing a credible, although diminishing job
in serving the Hungarian cultural interests of the Vojvodina. 87
Yugoslavia's self-image and the image it wants to project to the outside

world tends to reinforce these commitments. It has been the scene of numerous international conferences and symposia dealing with the problems
and needs of minorities. Probably the most significant such conclaves have
been the UN sponsored meetings at Ljubljana (1965), Ohrid (1974), and
Novi Sad (1976), and the ECSC follow-up conference held in Belgrade
in 1977. 88 At gatherings such as these the Yugoslavs have frequently presented their nationality policies as a model to the rest of the world. For
the Yugoslavs, being a role model for multi-ethnic societies is at least as
important as being a champion of non-alignment. In their international
relations, these aspects of purpose and self-definition are frequently pre89
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sented as complementary. The minorities, in fact, are viewed as a means
of building bridges between different—usually neighbouring—members of
the international community of states. 90
For the Hungarians of the Vojvodina this role of being a bridge to Yugoslavia's northern neighbour, is both acceptable and beneficial. The reason
for this is that Hungary has reciprocated Yugoslav overtures in this potential
problem area—excepting only the period of the Cominformist aberration—
by providing its South Slavic minorities (Serbs, Croats, Slovenes) with
extensive cultural opportunities and by also stressing their "bridging" role
toward Yugoslavia. 91 This mutuality has been expressed in various ways
between the two states. Cultural exchange programmes of various sorts
have been its most obvious manifestation. Dance groups, exhibits, films,
books, periodicals and other cultural products have crossed the border in
both directions on a regular basis. Sister cities in the two states have also
provided exchange opportunities on a more localized level. Finally, the
two states have assisted their respective minorities on the territory of their
neighbour, by providing them with textbooks, curricular assistance, and
Q9

even educational opportunities at the teacher training or university levels.
This reciprocity has been threatened only when relations between the
USSR and Yugoslavia deteriorated. These low points were the above mentioned Cominform crisis of 1948, the Hungarian Revolution of 1956 and
its repercussions, as well as the 1968 Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia. During the latter, Soviet and Hungarian military units were actually
drawn up along Yugoslavia's borders. In response Yugoslavia mobilized its
own military units in the Vojvodina, including Hungarians who had been
conscripted into the Yugoslav armed forces. However, this confrontation
was brief, and at least between Hungary and Yugoslavia, normalization followed. It should also be pointed out that this crisis did not lead to defections
among the respective Hungarian and South Slav minority populations of
either Yugoslavia or Hungary. 93
Only the Albanian population registered its discontent at this time. Albanian unrest has also resurfaced more recently in the crisis of 1981-82
and 1986-87. 9 4 However, the unrest in the south has not led to similar

disenchantment in the north. If anything, the Hungarians have been utilized to demonstrate contentment vis-a-vis the unrest of the Albanians. In
the final analysis, the relatively good relations between Hungary and Yugoslavia, and the constantly re-occurring strains in the relations between
Albania and Yugoslavia, account in part for this difference. True, there are
other important considerations that have to be taken into account, but these
domestic factors could probably find solution within the context of real
pluralism combined with a rational economic development programme.
The Albanian stirrings warn us not to draw hasty conclusions about the
Yugoslav "solution" to the nationality question. The discontent in Kosovo
and the passivity in Vojvodina might also indicate that the "solutions" that
were applied in the two instances were different. Or, if they were the
same, that within different contexts these "solutions" may not always be
solutions. Continued study and comparison of the Kosovo and Vojvodina
experiences is in order.

In the meantime, some tentative conclusions can be drawn from the present
analysis about the fate and the future prospects of the Hungarians in the
Vojvodina. On the positive side of the ledger, their treatment—aside from
the immediate post-war years and during the Cominform conflict—has been
much better than before the war and it is also tolerant and pluralistic in
comparison to the fate of Hungarians in contemporary Rumania, Czechoslovakia or the Carpatho-Ukrainian S.S.R. On the negative side, however, like
the Hungarian minorities in the above cited states, they are subject to the
whims of a changing constellation of power within a one-party autocratic
political order. Within this context Lenin's "democratic centralism" can
override the interests, needs, and rights of any subgroup or its institutions.
Unless "democratic centralism" is wielded by leaders committed to ethnocultural pluralism (as was the case with Tito), this aspect of the Yugoslav
political order remains a sword of Damocles over minority existence. This
is apparent in the different treatment of Hungarians in the Slovenian Republic and in the Vojvodina. The developments in Kosovo should also caution
us against assuming that conditions will continue to be characterized by
cultural tolerance on the official level. In this sense, we should always
remember that historical development is not a clearly defined highway into
the future, and that everything may be subject to change. Yet, if change
brings the sword of Damocles down on the Hungarians and other minorities, it is not likely that the Yugoslav state will itself survive. Recent history
in the Vojvodina and other parts of Yugoslavia supports the observation that
the very existence of its unity—legitimacy of its present order—depends
on the cultural pluralism that it can secure for all its inhabitants.
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